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IELTS Academic Reading Task Type 5 (Matching Headings) Activity – Sample 
Task  
 

Questions 1 – 5 
 
Sample Passage 6 has six sections A-F. 
 
Choose the correct heading for sections A-D and F from the list of headings below. 
 
Write the correct number i-ix in boxes 1-5 on your answer sheet. 
 
 

 
List of Headings 

 

 
 
 

i 
ii 
iii 
iv 
v 
vi 

vii 
viii 
ix 

 

The probable effects of the new international trade agreement 
The environmental impact of modern farming 
Farming and soil erosion 
The effects of government policy in rich countries 
Governments and management of the environment 
The effects of government policy in poor countries 
Farming and food output 
The effects of government policy on food output 
The new prospects for world trade 

 
1 Section A 

 
     2 Section B  
 
     3 Section C 
 
     4 Section D 
 

 
 Example   
 
 Section E     vi 
 

 
     5 Section F 
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IELTS Academic Reading Task Type 5 (Matching Headings) Activity – Sample 
Task 
 
Section A 
The role of governments in environmental management is difficult but inescapable.  Sometimes, the state 
tries to manage the resources it owns, and does so badly.  Often, however, governments act in an even more 
harmful way.  They actually subsidise the exploitation and consumption of natural resources.  A whole range 
of policies, from farm-price support to protection for coal-mining, do environmental damage and (often) make 
no economic sense.  Scrapping them offers a two-fold bonus: a cleaner environment and a more efficient 
economy.  Growth and environmentalism can actually go hand in hand, if politicians have the courage to 
confront the vested interest that subsidies create. 
 

Section B 
No activity affects more of the earth's surface than farming.  It shapes a third of the planet's land area, not 
counting Antarctica, and the proportion is rising.  World food output per head has risen by 4 per cent between 
the 1970s and 1980s mainly as a result of increases in yields from land already in cultivation, but also 
because more land has been brought under the plough.  Higher yields have been achieved by increased 
irrigation, better crop breeding, and a doubling in the use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers in the 1970s 
and 1980s. 
 
Section C 
All these activities may have damaging environmental impacts.  For example, land clearing for agriculture is 
the largest single cause of deforestation; chemical fertilisers and pesticides may contaminate water supplies; 
more intensive farming and the abandonment of fallow periods tend to exacerbate soil erosion; and the 
spread of monoculture and use of high-yielding varieties of crops have been accompanied by the 
disappearance of old varieties of food plants which might have provided some insurance against pests or 
diseases in future.  Soil erosion threatens the productivity of land in both rich and poor countries.  The United 
States, where the most careful measurements have been done, discovered in 1982 that about one-fifth of its 
farmland was losing topsoil at a rate likely to diminish the soil's productivity.  The country subsequently 
embarked upon a program to convert 11 per cent of its cropped land to meadow or forest.  Topsoil in India 
and China is vanishing much faster than in America. 
 
Section D 
Government policies have frequently compounded the environmental damage that farming can cause.  In the 
rich countries, subsidies for growing crops and price supports for farm output drive up the price of land.  The 
annual value of these subsidies is immense: about $250 billion, or more than all World Bank lending in the 
1980s.  To increase the output of crops per acre, a farmer's easiest option is to use more of the most readily 
available inputs: fertilisers and pesticides.  Fertiliser use doubled in Denmark in the period 1960-1985 and 
increased in The Netherlands by 150 per cent.  The quantity of pesticides applied has risen too: by 69 per 
cent in 1975-1984 in Denmark, for example, with a rise of 115 per cent in the frequency of application in the 
three years from 1981. 
 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s some efforts were made to reduce farm subsidies.  The most dramatic 
example was that of New Zealand, which scrapped most farm support in 1984.  A study of the environmental 
effects, conducted in 1993, found that the end of fertiliser subsidies had been followed by a fall in fertiliser 
use (a fall compounded by the decline in world commodity prices, which cut farm incomes).  The removal of 
subsidies also stopped land-clearing and over-stocking, which in the past had been the principal causes of 
erosion.  Farms began to diversify.  The one kind of subsidy whose removal appeared to have been bad for 
the environment was the subsidy to manage soil erosion. 
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In less enlightened countries, and in the European Union, the trend has been to reduce rather than eliminate 
subsidies, and to introduce new payments to encourage farmers to treat their land in environmentally 
friendlier ways, or to leave it fallow.  It may sound strange but such payments need to be higher than the 
existing incentives for farmers to grow food crops.  Farmers, however, dislike being paid to do nothing.  In 
several countries they have become interested in the possibility of using fuel produced from crop residues 
either as a replacement for petrol (as ethanol) or as fuel for power stations (as biomass).  Such fuels produce 
far less carbon dioxide than coal or oil, and absorb carbon dioxide as they grow.  They are therefore less 
likely to contribute to the greenhouse effect.  But they are rarely competitive with fossil fuels unless 
subsidised - and growing them does no less environmental harm than other crops. 
 
Section E 
In poor countries, governments aggravate other sorts of damage.  Subsidies for pesticides and artificial 
fertilisers encourage farmers to use greater quantities than are needed to get the highest economic crop 
yield.  A study by the International Rice Research Institute of pesticide use by farmers in South East Asia 
found that, with pest-resistant varieties of rice, even moderate applications of pesticide frequently cost 
farmers more than they saved.  Such waste puts farmers on a chemical treadmill: bugs and weeds become 
resistant to poisons, so next year's poisons must be more lethal.  One cost is to human health.  Every year 
some 10,000 people die from pesticide poisoning, almost all of them in the developing countries, and another 
400,000 become seriously ill.  As for artificial fertilisers, their use world-wide increased by 40 per cent per unit 
of farmed land between the mid 1970s and late 1980s, mostly in the developing countries.  Overuse of 
fertilisers may cause farmers to stop rotating crops or leaving their land fallow.  That, in turn, may make soil 
erosion worse. 
 
Section F 
A result of the Uruguay Round of world trade negotiations is likely to be a reduction of 36 per cent in the 
average levels of farm subsidies paid by the rich countries in 1986-1990.  Some of the world's food 
production will move from Western Europe to regions where subsidies are lower or non-existent, such as the 
former communist countries and parts of the developing world.  Some environmentalists worry about this 
outcome.  It will undoubtedly mean more pressure to convert natural habitat into farmland.  But it will also 
have many desirable environmental effects.  The intensity of farming in the rich world should decline, and the 
use of chemical inputs will diminish.  Crops are more likely to be grown in the environments to which they are 
naturally suited.  And more farmers in poor countries will have the money and the incentive to manage their 
land in ways that are sustainable in the long run.  That is important.  To feed an increasingly hungry world, 
farmers need every incentive to use their soil and water effectively and efficiently. 
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IELTS General Training Reading Task Type 5 (Matching Headings) – Sample 
Task 
 

Questions 27 – 32 

The text has seven paragraphs A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for paragraphs A, B and D-G from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-ix, in boxes 27-32 on your answer sheet. 

 

List of Headings 
 

    i Robots working together 

    ii Preparing LGVs for take-over 

    iii Looking ahead 

    iv The LGVs’ main functions 

    v Split location for newspaper production 

    vi Newspapers superseded by technology 

    vii Getting the newspaper to the printing centre 

    viii Controlling the robots 

    ix Beware of robots! 

 

 

27 Paragraph A 

28 Paragraph B

 Example 

 Paragraph C         ix 

 

29 Paragraph D  

30 Paragraph E 

31 Paragraph F 

32 Paragraph G 
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ROBOTS AT WORK 

A  

The newspaper production process has come a long way from the old days when the paper was written, 
edited, typeset and ultimately printed in one building with the journalists working on the upper floors and 
the printing presses going on the ground floor.  These days the editor, sub-editors and journalists who put 
the paper together are likely to find themselves in a totally different building or maybe even in a different 
city.  This is the situation which now prevails in Sydney.  The daily paper is compiled at the editorial 
headquarters, known as the pre-press centre, in the heart of the city, but printed far away in the suburbs at 
the printing centre.  Here human beings are in the minority as much of the work is done by automated 
machines controlled by computers. 

B 

Once the finished newspaper has been created for the next morning’s edition, all the pages are 
transmitted electronically from the pre-press centre to the printing centre.  The system of transmission is 
an update on the sophisticated page facsimile system already in use on many other newspapers.  An 
image-setter at the printing centre delivers the pages as film.  Each page takes less than a minute to 
produce, although for colour pages four versions, once each for black, cyan, magenta and yellow are 
sent.  The pages are then processed into photographic negatives and the film is used to produce 
aluminium printing plates ready for the presses. 

C 

A procession of automated vehicles is busy at the new printing centre where the Sydney Morning Herald 
is printed each day.  With lights flashing and warning horns honking, the robots (to give them their 
correct name, the LGVs or laser guided vehicles) look for all the world like enthusiastic machines from a 
science fiction movie, as they follow their own random paths around the plant busily getting on with their 
jobs.  Automation of this kind is now standard in all modern newspaper plants.  The robots can detect 
unauthorised personnel and alert security staff immediately if they find an “intruder”; not surprisingly, tall 
tales are already being told about the machines starting to take on personalities of their own. 

D 

The robots’ principal job, however, is to shift the newsprint (the printing paper) that arrives at the plant in 
huge reels and emerges at the other end some time later as newspapers.  Once the size of the day’s 
paper and the publishing order are determined at head office, the information is punched into the 
computer and the LGVs are programmed to go about their work.  The LGVs collect the appropriate size 
paper reels and take them where they have to go.  When the press needs another reel its computer 
alerts the LGV system.  The Sydney LGVs move busily around the press room fulfilling their two key 
functions - to collect reels of newsprint either from the reel stripping stations, or from the racked supplies 
in the newsprint storage area.  At the stripping station the tough wrapping that helps to protect a reel of 
paper from rough handling is removed.  Any damaged paper is peeled off and the reel is then weighed. 
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E 

Then one of the four paster robots moves in.  Specifically designed for the job, it trims the paper neatly 
and prepares the reel for the press.  If required the reel can be loaded directly onto the press; if not 
needed immediately, an LGV takes it to the storage area.  When the press computer calls for a reel, an 
LGV takes it to the reel loading area of the presses.  It lifts the reel into the loading position and places it 
in the correct spot with complete accuracy.  As each reel is used up, the press drops the heavy 
cardboard core into a waste bin.  When the bin is full, another LGV collects it and deposits the cores into 
a shredder for recycling. 

F 

The LGVs move at walking speed.  Should anyone step in front of one or get too close, sensors stop the 
vehicle until the path is clear.  The company has chosen a laser-guide function system for the vehicles 
because, as the project development manager says “The beauty of it is that if you want to change the 
routes, you can work out a new route on your computer and lay it down for them to follow”.  When an 
LGV’s batteries run low, it will take itself off line and go to the nearest battery maintenance point for 
replacement batteries.  And all this is achieved with absolute minimum human input and a much reduced 
risk of injury to people working in the printing centres. 

G 

The question newspaper workers must now ask, however is, “how long will it be before the robots are 
writing the newspapers as well as running the printing centre, churning out the latest edition every 
morning and distributing the papers to sales outlets?” 
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IELTS Academic Reading Task Type 4 (Matching Information) Activity – Sample 
Task 
 

 

 

A There are now over 700 million motor vehicles in the world - and the number is rising by more 
than 40 million each year.  The average distance driven by car users is growing too - from 8km 
a day per person in western Europe in 1965 to 25 km a day in 1995.  This dependence on 
motor vehicles has given rise to major problems, including environmental pollution, depletion 
of oil resources, traffic congestion and safety. 

B While emissions from new cars are far less harmful than they used to be, city streets and 
motorways are becoming more crowded than ever, often with older trucks, buses and taxis 
which emit excessive levels of smoke and fumes.  This concentration of vehicles makes air 
quality in urban areas unpleasant and sometimes dangerous to breathe.  Even Moscow has 
joined the list of capitals afflicted by congestion and traffic fumes. In Mexico City, vehicle 
pollution is a major health hazard. 

C Until a hundred years ago, most journeys were in the 20km range, the distance conveniently 
accessible by horse.  Heavy freight could only be carried by water or rail.  Invention of the 
motor vehicle brought personal mobility to the masses and made rapid freight delivery possible 
over a much wider area.  In the United Kingdom, about 90 per cent of inland freight is carried 
by road.  The world cannot revert to the horse-drawn wagon.  Can it avoid being locked into 
congested and polluting ways of transporting people and goods? 

D In Europe most cities are still designed for the old modes of transport.  Adaptation to the motor 
car has involved adding ring roads, one-way systems and parking lots.  In the United States, 
more land is assigned to car use than to housing.  Urban sprawl means that life without a car is 
next to impossible.  Mass use of motor vehicles has also killed or injured millions of people.  
Other social effects have been blamed on the car such as alienation and aggressive human 
behaviour. 

E A 1993 study by the European Federation for Transport and Environment found that car 
transport is seven times as costly as rail travel in terms of the external social costs it entails - 
congestion, accidents, pollution, loss of cropland and natural habitats, depletion of oil 
resources, and so on.  Yet cars easily surpass trains or buses as a flexible and convenient mode 
of personal transport.  It is unrealistic to expect people to give up private cars in favour of mass 
transit. 

F Technical solutions can reduce the pollution problem and increase the fuelled efficiency of 
engines.  But fuel consumption and exhaust emissions depend on which cars are preferred by 
customers and how they are driven.  Many people buy larger cars than they need for daily 
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purposes or waste fuel by driving aggressively.  Besides, global car use is increasing at a faster 
rate than the improvement in emissions and fuel efficiency which technology is now making 
possible. 

G Some argue that the only long-term solution is to design cities and neighbourhoods so that car 
journeys are not necessary - all essential services being located within walking distance or 
easily accessible by public transport.   Not only would this save energy and cut carbon dioxide 
emissions, it would also enhance the quality of community life, putting the emphasis on people 
instead of  cars.  Good local government is already bringing this about in some places.  But few 
democratic communities are blessed with the vision – and the capital – to make such profound 
changes in modern lifestyles. 

H A more likely scenario seems to be a combination of mass transit systems for travel into and 
around cities, with small ‘low emission’ cars for urban use and larger hybrid or lean burn cars 
for use elsewhere.  Electronically tolled highways might be used to ensure that drivers pay 
charges geared to actual road use.  Better integration of transport systems is also highly 
desirable - and made more feasible by modern computers.  But these are solutions for countries 
which can afford them.  In most developing countries, old cars and old technologies continue 
to predominate 
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Questions 14 – 19 

 

Sample Passage 7 has eight paragraphs labelled A-H. 

 

Which paragraphs contains the following information? 

 

Write the correct letter A-H in boxes 14-19 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

 

14 a comparison of past and present transportation methods 

 

15 how driving habits contribute to road problems 

 

16 the relative merits of cars and public transport 

 

17 the writer’s prediction on future solutions 

 

18 the increasing use of motor vehicles 

 

19 the impact of the car on city development 
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Academic Reading sample task – Matching headings 

Questions 1 – 5 
 
Sample Passage 6 has six sections, A-F. 
 
Choose the correct heading for sections A-D and F from the list of headings below. 
 
Write the correct number i-ix in boxes 1-5 on your answer sheet. 
 
 

 
List of Headings 

 
i 

ii 
iii 
iv 
v 

vi 
vii 

viii 
ix 

 

The probable effects of the new international trade agreement 
The environmental impact of modern farming 
Farming and soil erosion 
The effects of government policy in rich countries 
Governments and management of the environment 
The effects of government policy in poor countries 
Farming and food output 
The effects of government policy on food output 
The new prospects for world trade 

 
 
1 Section A 

 
 2 Section B  
 
 3 Section C 
 
 4 Section D 

 
 
Example  Section E  vi 
 
 
5 Section F 
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Academic Reading sample task – Matching headings 

Section A 
The role of governments in environmental management is difficult but inescapable.  Sometimes, 
the state tries to manage the resources it owns, and does so badly.  Often, however, 
governments act in an even more harmful way.  They actually subsidise the exploitation and 
consumption of natural resources.  A whole range of policies, from farm-price support to 
protection for coal-mining, do environmental damage and (often) make no economic sense.  
Scrapping them offers a two-fold bonus: a cleaner environment and a more efficient economy.  
Growth and environmentalism can actually go hand in hand, if politicians have the courage to 
confront the vested interest that subsidies create. 
 
Section B 
No activity affects more of the earth's surface than farming.  It shapes a third of the planet's land 
area, not counting Antarctica, and the proportion is rising.  World food output per head has risen 
by 4 per cent between the 1970s and 1980s mainly as a result of increases in yields from land 
already in cultivation, but also because more land has been brought under the plough.  Higher 
yields have been achieved by increased irrigation, better crop breeding, and a doubling in the 
use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers in the 1970s and 1980s. 
 
Section C 
All these activities may have damaging environmental impacts.  For example, land clearing for 
agriculture is the largest single cause of deforestation; chemical fertilisers and pesticides may 
contaminate water supplies; more intensive farming and the abandonment of fallow periods tend 
to exacerbate soil erosion; and the spread of monoculture and use of high-yielding varieties of 
crops have been accompanied by the disappearance of old varieties of food plants which might 
have provided some insurance against pests or diseases in future.  Soil erosion threatens the 
productivity of land in both rich and poor countries.  The United States, where the most careful 
measurements have been done, discovered in 1982 that about one-fifth of its farmland was 
losing topsoil at a rate likely to diminish the soil's productivity.  The country subsequently 
embarked upon a program to convert 11 per cent of its cropped land to meadow or forest.  
Topsoil in India and China is vanishing much faster than in America. 
 
Section D 
Government policies have frequently compounded the environmental damage that farming can 
cause.  In the rich countries, subsidies for growing crops and price supports for farm output 
drive up the price of land.  The annual value of these subsidies is immense: about $250 billion, 
or more than all World Bank lending in the 1980s.  To increase the output of crops per acre, a 
farmer's easiest option is to use more of the most readily available inputs: fertilisers and 
pesticides.  Fertiliser use doubled in Denmark in the period 1960-1985 and increased in The 
Netherlands by 150 per cent.  The quantity of pesticides applied has risen too: by 69 per cent in 
1975-1984 in Denmark, for example, with a rise of 115 per cent in the frequency of application 
in the three years from 1981. 
 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s some efforts were made to reduce farm subsidies.  The most 
dramatic example was that of New Zealand, which scrapped most farm support in 1984.  A 
study of the environmental effects, conducted in 1993, found that the end of fertiliser subsidies 
had been followed by a fall in fertiliser use (a fall compounded by the decline in world 
commodity prices, which cut farm incomes).  The removal of subsidies also stopped land-
clearing and over-stocking, which in the past had been the principal causes of erosion.  Farms 
began to diversify.  The one kind of subsidy whose removal appeared to have been bad for the 
environment was the subsidy to manage soil erosion. 
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Academic Reading sample task – Matching headings 

In less enlightened countries, and in the European Union, the trend has been to reduce rather 
than eliminate subsidies, and to introduce new payments to encourage farmers to treat their 
land in environmentally friendlier ways, or to leave it fallow.  It may sound strange but such 
payments need to be higher than the existing incentives for farmers to grow food crops.  
Farmers, however,  dislike being paid to do nothing.  In several countries they have become 
interested in the possibility of using fuel produced from crop residues either as a replacement 
for petrol (as ethanol) or as fuel for power stations (as biomass).  Such fuels produce far less 
carbon dioxide than coal or oil, and absorb carbon dioxide as they grow.  They are therefore 
less likely to contribute to the greenhouse effect.  But they are rarely competitive with fossil fuels 
unless subsidised - and growing them does no less environmental harm than other crops. 
 
Section E 
In poor countries, governments aggravate other sorts of damage.  Subsidies for pesticides and 
artificial fertilisers encourage farmers to use greater quantities than are needed to get the 
highest economic crop yield.  A study by the International Rice Research Institute of pesticide 
use by farmers in South East Asia found that, with pest-resistant varieties of rice, even 
moderate applications of pesticide frequently cost farmers more than they saved.  Such waste 
puts farmers on a chemical treadmill: bugs and weeds become resistant to poisons, so next 
year's poisons must be more lethal.  One cost is to human health.  Every year some 10,000 
people die from pesticide poisoning, almost all of them in the developing countries, and another 
400,000 become seriously ill.  As for artificial fertilisers, their use world-wide increased by 40 per 
cent per unit of farmed land between the mid 1970s and late 1980s, mostly in the developing 
countries.  Overuse of fertilisers may cause farmers to stop rotating crops or leaving their land 
fallow.  That, in turn, may make soil erosion worse. 
 
Section F 
A result of the Uruguay Round of world trade negotiations is likely to be a reduction of 36 per 
cent in the average levels of farm subsidies paid by the rich countries in 1986-1990.  Some of 
the world's food production will move from Western Europe to regions where subsidies are 
lower or non-existent, such as the former communist countries and parts of the developing 
world.  Some environmentalists worry about this outcome.  It will undoubtedly mean more 
pressure to convert natural habitat into farmland.  But it will also have many desirable 
environmental effects.  The intensity of farming in the rich world should decline, and the use of 
chemical inputs will diminish.  Crops are more likely to be grown in the environments to which 
they are naturally suited.  And more farmers in poor countries will have the money and the 
incentive to manage their land in ways that are sustainable in the long run.  That is important.  
To feed an increasingly hungry world, farmers need every incentive to use their soil and water 
effectively and efficiently. 
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IELTS Academic Reading 
 
Exercise: Matching Headings to Paragraphs 
 
Choose the heading which best sums up the primary cause of the problem 
described in paragraphs D, E, G, H and I of the text. Write the appropriate 
numbers (1-5) in the boxes. 
 

 

© 1999 Holmesglen Institute of TAFE 10

Reading task type two:  matching headings to paragraphs 

Task description 
In this type of question, you will be given a list of headings. The 
instructions will also indicate around 4 to 6 paragraphs from the reading 
text. The task is to find the most suitable heading for each of the 
paragraphs. There will be more headings than paragraphs, and you 
shouldn’t use any heading more than once unless the instructions tell you 
that you can. 
 
To complete this task well, you will need to be able to identify each 
paragraph’s main focus. The correct heading will sum up the main idea of 
the paragraph. 
 

What is being tested is your ability to: 
!= Identify the main idea of a paragraph 
 

Sample task 
Choose the heading which best sums up the primary cause of the problem 
described in paragraphs D, E, G, H and I of the text. Write the appropriate 
numbers (i – x) in the boxes on your answer sheet. 
 
 

List of Headings 
 
i Ignorance of the impending disaster 
ii Captain’s orders ignored 
iii Captain’s over-confidence 
iv Rough sea conditions 
v Faulty design 
vi Iceberg locations not plotted 
vii Low priority placed on safety 
viii Number of lifeboats adequate 
ix Inadequate training 
x Ice warnings ignored 
 

 
 
Answer key 

Paragraph D  vi 
Paragraph E iii 
Paragraph G  vii 
Paragraph H  i 
Paragraph I  ix 

 

 
 

 ANSWER 
Paragraph D  
Paragraph E  
Paragraph G  
Paragraph H  
Paragraph I  
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Sample reading text 

Lessons from the Titanic 

A From the comfort of our modern lives we tend to look back at the 
turn of the twentieth century as a dangerous time for sea travellers. With 
limited communication facilities, and shipping technology still in its infancy 
in the early nineteen hundreds, we consider ocean travel to have been a 
risky business. But to the people of the time it was one of the safest forms 
of transport. At the time of the Titanic’s maiden voyage in 1912, there had 
only been four lives lost in the previous forty years on passenger ships on 
the North Atlantic crossing. And the Titanic was confidently proclaimed to 
be unsinkable. She represented the pinnacle of technological advance at 
the time. Her builders, crew and passengers had no doubt that she was 
the finest ship ever built. But still she did sink on April 14, 1912, taking 
1,517 of her passengers and crew with her. 

 

B The RMS Titanic left Southampton for New York on April 10, 1912. 
On board were some of the richest and most famous people of the time 
who had paid large sums of money to sail on the first voyage of the most 
luxurious ship in the world. Imagine her placed on her end: she was larger 
at 269 metres than many of the tallest buildings of the day. And with nine 
decks, she was as high as an eleven storey building. The Titanic carried 
329 first class, 285 second class and 710 third class passengers with 899 
crew members, under the care of the very experienced Captain Edward J. 
Smith. She also carried enough food to feed a small town, including 
40,000 fresh eggs, 36,000 apples, 111,000 lbs of fresh meat and 2,200 lbs 
of coffee for the five day journey. 

 

C RMS Titanic was believed to be unsinkable because the hull was 
divided into sixteen watertight compartments. Even if two of these 
compartments flooded, the ship could still float. The ship’s owners could 
not imagine that, in the case of an accident, the Titanic would not be able 
to float until she was rescued. It was largely as a result of this confidence 
in the ship and in the safety of ocean travel that the disaster could claim 
such a great loss of life. 
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D In the ten hours prior to the Titanic’s fatal collision with an iceberg at 
11.40pm, six warnings of icebergs in her path were received by the 
Titanic's wireless operators. Only one of these messages was formally 
posted on the bridge; the others were in various locations across the ship. 
If the combined information in these messages of iceberg positions had 
been plotted, the ice field which lay across the Titanic’s path would have 
been apparent. Instead, the lack of formal procedures for dealing with 
information from a relatively new piece of technology, the wireless, meant 
that the danger was not known until too late. This was not the fault of the 
Titanic crew. Procedures for dealing with warnings received through the 
wireless had not been formalised across the shipping industry at the time. 
The fact that the wireless operators were not even Titanic crew, but rather 
contracted workers from a wireless company, made their role in the ship’s 
operation quite unclear.  

 

E Captain Smith’s seemingly casual attitude in increasing the speed 
on this day to a dangerous 22 knots or 41 kilometres per hour, can then be 
partly explained by his ignorance of what lay ahead. But this only partly 
accounts for his actions, since the spring weather in Greenland was known 
to cause huge chunks of ice to break off from the glaciers. Captain Smith 
knew that these icebergs would float southward and had already 
acknowledged this danger by taking a more southerly route than at other 
times of the year. So why was the Titanic travelling at high speed when he 
knew, if not of the specific risk, at least of the general risk of icebergs in 
her path?  As with the lack of coordination of the wireless messages, it 
was simply standard operating procedure at the time. Captain Smith was 
following the practices accepted on the North Atlantic, practices which had 
coincided with forty years of safe travel. He believed, wrongly as we now 
know, that the ship could turn or stop in time if an iceberg was sighted by 
the lookouts. 

 

F There were around two and a half hours between the time the 
Titanic rammed into the iceberg and its final submersion. In this time 705 
people were loaded into the twenty lifeboats. There were 473 empty seats 
available on lifeboats while over 1,500 people drowned. These figures 
raise two important issues. Firstly, why there were not enough lifeboats to 
seat every passenger and crew member on board. And secondly, why the 
lifeboats were not full. 
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G The Titanic had sixteen lifeboats and four collapsible boats which 
could carry just over half the number of people on board her maiden 
voyage and only a third of the Titanic’s total capacity. Regulations for the 
number of lifeboats required were based on outdated British Board of 
Trade regulations written in 1894 for ships a quarter of the Titanic’s size, 
and had never been revised. Under these requirements, the Titanic was 
only obliged to carry enough lifeboats to seat 962 people. At design 
meetings in 1910, the shipyard’s managing director, Alexander Carlisle, 
had proposed that forty eight lifeboats be installed on the Titanic, but the 
idea had been quickly rejected as too expensive. Discussion then turned 
to the ship’s décor, and as Carlisle later described the incident … ’we 
spent two hours discussing carpet for the first class cabins and fifteen 
minutes discussing lifeboats’. 

 

H The belief that the Titanic was unsinkable was so strong that 
passengers and crew alike clung to the belief even as she was actually 
sinking. This attitude was not helped by Captain Smith, who had not 
acquainted his senior officers with the full situation. For the first hour after 
the collision, the majority of people aboard the Titanic, including senior 
crew, were not aware that she would sink, that there were insufficient 
lifeboats or that the nearest ship responding to the Titanic’s distress calls 
would arrive two hours after she was on the bottom of the ocean. As a 
result, the officers in charge of loading the boats received a very half-
hearted response to their early calls for women and children to board the 
lifeboats. People felt that they would be safer, and certainly warmer, 
aboard the Titanic than perched in a little boat in the North Atlantic Ocean. 
Not realising the magnitude of the impending disaster themselves, the 
officers allowed several boats to be lowered only half full. 

 

I Procedures again were at fault, as an additional reason for the 
officers’ reluctance to lower the lifeboats at full capacity was that they 
feared the lifeboats would buckle under the weight of 65 people. They had 
not been informed that the lifeboats had been fully tested prior to 
departure. Such procedures as assigning passengers and crew to 
lifeboats and lifeboat loading drills were simply not part of the standard 
operation of ships nor were they included in crew training at this time. 
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J As the Titanic sank, another ship, believed to have been the 
Californian, was seen motionless less than twenty miles away. The ship 
failed to respond to the Titanic’s eight distress rockets. Although the 
officers of the Californian tried to signal the Titanic with their flashing 
Morse lamp, they did not wake up their radio operator to listen for a 
distress call. At this time, communication at sea through wireless was new 
and the benefits not well appreciated, so the wireless on ships was often 
not operated around the clock. In the case of the Californian, the wireless 
operator slept unaware while 1,500 Titanic passengers and crew drowned 
only a few miles away. 

 

K After the Titanic sank, investigations were held in both Washington 
and London. In the end, both inquiries decided that no one could be 
blamed for the sinking. However, they did address the fundamental safety 
issues which had contributed to the enormous loss of life. As a result, 
international agreements were drawn up to improve safety procedures at 
sea. The new regulations covered 24 hour wireless operation, crew 
training, proper lifeboat drills, lifeboat capacity for all on board and the 
creation of an international ice patrol. 
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